Illahis

July, Monday 15, through Friday 19, 2019
Timeless Wisdom in the Treasury of Songs of the Turkish Sufi traditions
With Sheikha Fariha Fatima al-Jerrahi
Sheikha Fariha Fatima al Jerrahi
Andrea Azize Güvenç (Turkey / Germany)
is teacher of ancient Near Eastern music therapy as of Western music therapy.
A wonderful singer and musician herself, she has been exploring, singing and
playing Illahis alongside of her beloved husband Dr. Rahmi Oruç Güvenç for more
than 20 years. Their tradition`s repertoire encompasses several hundred songs,
many of them are very close to or even the same as those of the Jerrahis.
(www.tumata.com | www.andreaazizeguvenc.com | www.sematradition.com/tr)
CO-TEACHERS:
Illahis are beauteous songs of Divine Remembrance, composed over the centuries
in all maqams, keys, for the various moods and disposition of those performing or
listening. They are instruments of healing on all levels, and of deeper and deeper
experiencing the Divine.
The Turkish Sufi traditions dispose of a huge repertoire of Illahis, many of the songs
are common to the different Sufi lineages, with only slight variations.
In the silence and seclusion of the wonderful retreat and seminar house Domicilium in
Weyarn close to Munich, we will sharing in delving into and in exploring the timeless
wisdom sounding in these songs. Together we will sing and make music, and celebrate Zikr and Sema, magnificent ceremonies of Divine Remembrance in Sufism.
Sheikha Fariha al Jerrahi (New York City) is head of the worldwide Sufi order of the
Nur-Ashki-Jerrahis. There are more than 100 Illahis in the Nur-Ashki-Jerrahiya, which
its luminous beloved founder Sheikh Muzaffer Ozak has brought as one of the countless gifts. Sheikh Nur al Jerrahi has been rendering them in his unique way, and so
gave birth to priceless pearls of Illumination, radiant gems of Wisdom and Love.
(www.nurashkijerrahi.org)

Dr. Shu`ayb Eric Winkel (Santa Fé, USA)
is internationally renowned expert on Ibn Arabi and translator of the Futuhat al
Makkiya. He is teaching worldwide. (http://thefutuhat.com)

Andrea Azize Güvenç

Habiba Rose Dr. Anja Engelsing (Germany)
is initiator of this Caravan of Love and organizes the events with Sheikha Fariha
who now for the first time comes to Europe for gifting us with her presence.
Habiba is the person to contact for all the activities of the Nur-Ashki-Jerrahi
order in Europe. (www.open-space-embodied.com)
JULY, MONDAY, 15, THROUGH FRIDAY, 19, 2019,
beginning with dinner on the 15th at 6 pm, and ending with lunch
on the 19th at 12.

Dr. Shu`ayb Eric Winkel

VENUE:
Domicilium, Holzkirchener Straße 3, 83629 Weyarn
Accommodation including 3 vegetarian meals from 60 to 75 Euro / day.
Fee: € 230, reduction is possible.
Free for members of the Nur-Ashki-Jerrahi Sufi order
MORE INFORMATION:
Habiba Rose, mobil 0179-6963251 (sms, telegram, whatsapp),
email: anja.habiba@hotmail.com

Habiba Rose al Jerrahi

